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Evaluating Feedback During the Step it UP! Game to Increase Physical Activity Exhibited by Elementary School Students During Recess

Abstract

by Carla Burji

University of the Pacific
2019

Children who are physically inactive are more likely to suffer numerous health complications such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. The Good Behavior Game (GBG) has been identified as an effective method for decreasing inappropriate behaviors and increasing appropriate behaviors in a variety of settings; however, few studies have used the GBG to increase physical activity. Furthermore, no previous research has evaluated the effects of feedback while playing the GBG to increase physical activity. Some research suggests certain characteristics of feedback tend to produce consistent changes in behaviors such as providing feedback immediately and privately. The purpose of the current study was to extend previous research and evaluate whether the addition of feedback to the Step it UP! Game, a modified version of the GBG has an impact on children’s step counts. A reversal (ABCAB) design was used to examine the number of steps students took during baseline (A), the Step it UP! Game (B), and the Step it UP! Game with feedback (C). Sealed pedometers were distributed to 21 students from a fifth-grade general education classroom. The results of this study suggest that the Step it UP! Game with feedback did not enhance the number of steps taken during recess. Additionally, the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) did result in a slight increase in mean steps per min during recess initially but, these steps did not maintain overtime.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Physical inactivity is one of the leading risk factors for global mortality (World Health Organization [WHO], 2018) and can result in various health complications overtime such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes (Blair & Brodney, 1999; Myers et al., 2015). Physical activity (PA) plays an important role in children’s lives because it helps increase cardiometabolic health as well as musculoskeletal health and fitness (Janssen & LeBlanc, 2010; Väistö et al., 2017). Introducing physical activity to children can lead to many long-term health benefits including weight control, decreased risk of some diseases (e.g., cancer, cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes), as well as increased muscle density, cardiorespiratory health, bone strength, improved mental health, and life expectancy (Center for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2017; Reiner, Niermann, Jekauc, & Woll, 2013; Warburton & Bredin, 2017). To achieve these health benefits, one recommendation is for children and adolescents to engage in at least 60 min or more of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) daily such as running, jumping, and climbing (Brown et al., 2008; CDC, 2018; WHO, 2018). Unfortunately, few children and adolescents engage in the recommended MVPA levels (National Association for Sport and Physical Education, 2016).

Children spend a large portion of their day at school (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2015). Early intervention in elementary school is one strategy to increase children’s PA levels (Arundell et al., 2013). Recess periods provide an opportunity for children to engage in PA and unstructured free play (CDC, 2018; NCES, 2005); however, research suggests that children’s PA levels are highest during the first 3 min of recess and tend to
decrease as recess progresses (McKenzie et al., 1997; Sallis, Patterson, McKenzie, & Nader, 1988). Therefore, increasing the amount of time spent engaged in PA during recess seems a viable intervention target.

Most school-based interventions during recess periods use antecedent-based strategies such as manipulating the environment (e.g., adding playground markings and/or equipment, Escalante et al., 2014; Hannon & Brown, 2008), providing physical education advice (e.g., Planet Health, Gortmaker et al., 1999), or introducing structured recess (Howe, Freedson, Alhassan, Feldman, & Osganian, 2012). These interventions have been shown to produce moderate or brief changes in behavior, whereas some research, albeit outside of the realm of PA, suggests that persistent change is more likely to occur when consequence-based interventions are implemented (e.g., Roane, Ringdahl, & Falcomata, 2015). Therefore, incorporating a consequence-based intervention that is shown to reliably produce increases in PA during recess would be more useful than most typical school-based interventions, overall.

One way of incorporating consequence-based interventions is through the use of group contingencies. Group contingencies are a common intervention strategy used in school settings to decrease inappropriate behaviors such as elopement and disruption in the classroom (Thorne & Kamps, 2008), and risk-taking behavior on the playground (Heck, Collins, & Peterson, 2001). Furthermore, group contingencies have been used to increase appropriate behaviors such as academic performance (e.g., Greenwood, Hops, Delquadri, & Guild, 1974), prosocial behaviors (e.g., Cashwell, Skinner, & Smith, 2001), and physical activity levels (e.g., Kuhl, Rudrud, Witts, & Schulze, 2015). Group contingencies can either be dependent, independent, or interdependent (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). Dependent group contingencies occur when a consequence is given to a whole group based on the target behavior(s) of specific individuals of the group
Independent group contingencies occur when a consequence is provided only to the individuals in the group who have exhibited the target behavior (Cooper et al., 2007). In classroom settings, interdependent group contingencies are usually applied so that the entire class has the opportunity to contact reinforcement when everyone exhibits the target behavior (Cooper et al., 2007).

The Good Behavior Game (GBG; Barrish, Saunders, & Wolf, 1969) is an interdependent group contingency typically applied in classroom settings that has been shown to be particularly effective at decreasing inappropriate behaviors (e.g., out-of-seat, talking-out). The intervention contains four core components: instruction, reinforcement, teams, and feedback. During the typical GBG, the teacher evenly distributes the students across two teams (team component). The teacher then explains the rules of the game (e.g., instruction component; no talking out of turn, sitting down appropriately) and points are given for breaking any of the rules (e.g., feedback component; out-of-seat, talking-out), which the teacher records on a board that is visible to all students (feedback component). Both teams have the opportunity to win if the points are below a specific criterion, regardless of which team has fewer points (reinforcement component). For example, if one team has three points and the other has four points, both teams win because they are below five points. However, if both teams exceed the criterion (e.g., five points), the team with the fewest points wins the game and everyone on the winning team receives a prize (e.g., reinforcement component; line up first for lunch, stickers).

Since the publication of Barrish et al. (1969), many studies have replicated and extended the GBG across various populations including individuals diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome (e.g., Donaldson, Matter, & Wiskow, 2018), high school children (e.g., Flower, McKenna, Muething, Bryant, & Bryant, 2014), and preschool children (e.g., Lynne et al., 2017).
Additionally, the GBG has been applied in different settings such as the school playground (Galbraith & Normand, 2017), physical education class (Jung, Suroto, Fukugasako, & Takahashi, 2005), and the school cafeteria (McCurdy, Lannie, & Barnabas, 2009). Even so, the acceptability of the GBG has shown that it is a useful and easy intervention to implement (Donaldson, Vollmer, Krous, Downs, & Berard, 2011; Flower, McKenna, Bunuan, Muething, & Vega, 2014; Kleinman & Saigh, 2011).

More recently, the GBG has been used to target PA (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Jung et al., 2005; Normand & Burji, in press). Jung et al. (2005) used a multiple-baseline design across student target behaviors (i.e., waiting time, off-task, motor activity) to examine the effects of a modified version of the GBG during physical education class. One group experienced the GBG, while a control group was provided verbal reminders to follow directions in a timely manner, remain on-task, and engage in motor activity. Jung et al. found that using the GBG reduced student waiting time (i.e., directions were followed in a timely manner), reduced off-task behaviors, and increased motor activity, while the behaviors exhibited by the control group students changed minimally compared to baseline. The results from Jung et al. suggest that the GBG can be used to increase PA. However, these conclusions must be tempered. Jung et al. did not clearly define motor activity and the data collected might not provide an accurate measure for the target behaviors. Motor activity was defined as student engagement with the following activities during physical education class: skill practice, drills, scrimmages, games, fitness activities, warm-up, and cool-down. Additionally, the study used a 10-second discontinuous partial interval recording (5 second observe, 5 second record) method where each student rather than the group was observed for 2 min. This could have resulted in missed occurrences of the target behaviors.
Galbraith and Normand (2017) addressed the limitations of Jung et al. (2005) and evaluated the effects of the Step it UP! Game, a modified version of the GBG on PA exhibited by elementary school children during recess. Students were given sealed pedometers to record the number of steps that they took during recess. Pedometers were used due to a variety of reasons: 1) the steps taken can be directly observed, 2) the steps taken are highly correlated across different devices, and 3) pedometers are widely understood by researchers and the general public (Barreira & Schuna Jr., 2018). Moreover, pedometers provide an observable measure of physical activity that is closely related to the activity data reported by heart rate monitors and accelerometers (McNamara, Hudson, & Taylor, 2010). Galbraith and Normand (2017) used an alternating-treatments design to compare traditional recess periods to recess periods during which the Step it UP! Game was played. Galbraith and Normand found that the Step it UP! Game produced higher mean step counts for both teams compared to baseline. Furthermore, an analysis of each student’s step counts showed that 14 out of the 20 students took more steps during the Step it UP! Game than in baseline. One limitation of the Galbraith and Normand (2017) study was that, unlike most GBG studies (Barrish et al., 1969; Donaldson et al., 2011; Lynne et al., 2017) that provide feedback in the form of points on a board and statements for rule violations, Galbraith and Normand (2017) did not provide performance feedback. Additionally, some students did not consistently take more steps during the game compared to baseline.

Throughout the GBG, instruction and reinforcement have been shown to be effective, in and of themselves, whereas feedback is not clearly defined (Embry, 2002; Foley, Dozier, & Lessor, 2018; Harris & Sherman, 1973; Medland & Stachnik, 1972). Therefore, feedback during the GBG may not be as effective as it could be in terms of producing behavior change. Feedback during the GBG is typically provided immediately after the teacher observes a team member
break one of the rules specified at the start of the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Donaldson et al., 2011; Pennington & McComas, 2017; Wiskow, Matter, & Donaldson, 2019). In most cases, the teacher places a mark on the board (visual feedback) and states which team violated the rule (verbal feedback). The board is located where all students can see it throughout the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Groves & Austin, 2017; Salend, Reynolds, & Coyle, 1989). Because feedback is present during the GBG, it is important to evaluate the role it has within the GBG, especially because some research suggests that specific forms of feedback are required to produce changes in behavior (e.g., goal setting, private and public feedback, daily feedback; Alvero, Bucklin, & Austin, 2001; Balcazar, Hopkins, Suarez, 1985).

Although the contingency-specifying parts of the rules for the GBG are largely the same whether targeting problem behavior or PA, the type of feedback and setting differs for studies that use the GBG to target PA (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Jung et al., 2005). Jung et al. (2005) delivered feedback by publicly posting the accumulated points for each team at the end of the session. Conversely, Galbraith and Normand (2017) delivered verbal prompts throughout recess (on a 3-min variable-time schedule) to remind teams to engage in PA, which could act as feedback. However, the prompt was not considered to be feedback as it did not specify anything about the team’s performance, nor did it follow the target behavior of PA. Although both studies used some form of performance feedback, it is unclear whether this component had a notable effect on student’s behaviors during the GBG. The current study evaluated whether the provision of group feedback (public posting of team performance) and individual feedback (private posting of individual performance) enhanced the effects of the GBG when used to increase the steps taken by elementary students playing on a school playground during recess.
Chapter 2: Methodology

Participants and Setting

Twenty-one participants (12 girls, 9 boys) from one fifth-grade regular education classroom from a public school located in Stockton, CA participated in the study. Participant’s ages ranged from 10 to 11 years old. Additionally, the teacher from the classroom participated in the study by completing a social validity questionnaire at the conclusion of the study. All students in the class participated in recess daily; however, only the students who returned signed consent forms were allowed to participate in the study. No additional demographic information was available for the participants. No compensation was provided for participation. The University of the Pacific institutional review board approved all aspects of the study before it began.

The study took place during regularly-scheduled recess periods on the school playground. The school playground consisted of a fixed play structure, paved play area, and grassy play area. However, per school protocol, students were not allowed to access the grassy play area during recess. Students were allowed to bring out playground equipment such as basketballs and dodgeballs to play in the pavement play area.

Materials

The experimenter provided Yamax SW200 Digi-Walker pedometers to the students to record the number of steps taken during recess. These pedometers have been determined to accurately measure steps taken by young children and, hence, to be acceptable for research purposes (Kilanowski, Consalvi, & Epstein, 1999; Mckee, Boreham, Murphy, & Nevill, 2005).
The pedometers were masked, meaning that participants were not allowed to view their steps throughout recess. The main reason the pedometers were masked was to prevent students from accidentally resetting their pedometers during recess. During the experimental sessions, the researchers planned to have students wear colored flag belts (i.e., green or yellow) to identify which team they were playing on however, due to teacher preference, students were not required to wear the flag belts. As an alternative way to indicate on which team each student was playing, a team list was posted near the classroom door. The experimenter used a MotivAider® (Behavioral Dynamics, Inc.) which vibrated on a specified time schedule and served as a prompt to the experimenter to remind students to continue taking more steps throughout recess (see below). The experimenter also used a smartphone device to access a stopwatch application to time the session and a camera application to take pictures of the pedometers at the end of session. Moreover, plastic containers were used to store pedometers and a large white board and Post-it notes were used to depict the number of steps taken.

**Response Definition and Measurement**

The dependent variable was the mean number of steps per min recorded for each team during recess and was calculated by taking the mean number of steps and dividing by the duration of the session. The mean number of steps was calculated by adding the total number of steps for each student (recorded by the pedometers) on a team and dividing this sum by the total number of students who participated on that team on that specific day. The mean number of steps was used to announce the winning team because the number of students participating each day varied due to a variety of reasons (e.g., absences). Mean steps per minute was calculated because the duration of the recess periods varied from day to day (range, 9 min, 2 sec to 11 min, 44 sec), mainly due to the amount of time it took students to line up in front of the classroom.
once recess was over. Throughout the entire study, no students opted out from participating across all sessions. However, students missed sessions on average 1.95 times (range, 0 to 5) across the study for various reasons: they were absent, they were sent to the office for misbehaving, they forgot to wear their pedometer, or they had not yet returned a signed consent form.

**Interobserver Agreement**

We calculated interobserver agreement (IOA) for 100% of sessions for baseline and the Step it UP! Game with feedback conditions, as well as for 92% of sessions for the Step it UP! Game without feedback. A picture of the pedometers was not taken during session 26 of the Step it UP! Game without feedback condition due to experimenter error. A second observer reviewed pictures of the pedometers and recorded students’ step counts using an Excel spreadsheet. The experimenter calculated IOA by dividing the smaller number of steps for all students by the larger number of steps for all students and multiplying the total by 100 to produce a percentage. During all sessions, the experimenter’s IOA on average step counts was 100%.

In addition, the experimenter tested all pedometers at the end of every week to ensure they were calibrated. To do this, the experimenter viewed the Yamax SW200 Digi-Walker instructions on how to ensure pedometer functionality. The experimenter first placed the pedometer vertically in her hand and shook it up and down. If a clicking sound was emitted (pendulum located in pedometer), this indicated that the pedometer was functioning properly. To further ensure for correct calibration, the experimenter measured and marked the distance of a room (0.8 meters), counted the number of steps it took to cover the distance (about 28 to 30 steps), and tested each pedometer by placing them on her waist. Pedometers were replaced if
they were not emitting a clicking sound or if they were plus or minus 3 steps from the minimum or the maximum number of steps covered. During the entirety of the study, only one pedometer had to be replaced due to poor calibration.

**Procedure**

At the beginning of the study, the experimenter obtained permission from the school principal to conduct the study at the school. Then, the experimenter met with the fifth-grade teacher to explain the purpose of the study, gain her consent, and provide the informed consents for her to distribute to the legal guardians of her students. The study lasted 29 days, with sessions typically conducted five times per week. About halfway through the study, there were 11 days with no sessions conducted due to poor weather conditions (e.g., air quality, rainy days) and because of Thanksgiving break.

A reversal (ABCBC) design was initially proposed, with the A phase representing the baseline condition, B phase representing the Step it UP! Game condition, and C phase representing the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition. Due to the minimal changes in step totals observed during the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition (C), the design was changed to an ABCAB arrangement (see Results below).

Before each session, the experimenter distributed the assigned (masked) pedometers to each student while they were seated. Each student wore a pedometer throughout recess, unless they chose not to participate. After distributing the pedometers, the students sat at their desks and waited for their teacher to signal that they were ready to go outside for recess. Recess began at approximately 9:15 a.m. each day and lasted 11 mins, on average (range, 9 to 12 mins). The experimenter started the stopwatch immediately after the first student exited the classroom. If a student requested to leave the playground or no longer wanted to participate in the study, the
experimenter removed the pedometer from the student for the remainder of the session and the students step count was not recorded for that day. Once recess was over, the students formed a line in front of their classroom. When the last student was in line, the experimenter stopped the stopwatch, collected the pedometers, and placed them in a plastic container. The experimenter then inputted the step data into an Excel spreadsheet and took pictures of the pedometers.

**Potential reinforcer survey.** Prior to the start of the study, the experimenter met with the teacher to identify potentially reinforcing activities and items in their classroom that could be used during the experimental sessions (see Appendix C). The teacher selected three activities for her students to choose from: 5 extra minutes of recess, lunch in the classroom with the teacher, and a homework pass. The three activities were presented to the whole class and students were asked to vote by raising their hands. Students voted on an extra 5 mins of recess (zero votes), lunch in the classroom with the teacher (10 votes), and a homework pass (12 votes). The activity with the most votes (homework pass) was selected as the prize to be used throughout the experimental sessions. However, prior to starting the intervention, the teacher expressed concern that it was not feasible for students to receive a homework pass every day. Because of this concern, the reward was modified so as to alternate between homework passes and lunch in the classroom with the teacher (e.g., on Monday, the team with the most steps received a homework pass; on Tuesday, the team with the most steps received lunch with the teacher). In addition to homework passes and lunch in the classroom with the teacher, the winning team would earn Step it UP! Champ badges which they would later trade for the larger reward (i.e., lunch with the teacher or a homework pass).

**Team distribution.** Prior to the start of the study, the experimenter and the teacher discussed whether to use a matched-pairs strategy or random assignment (on a daily basis) to
create the teams. The matched-pairs strategy is meant to equally distribute the students across two teams based on their performance and gender. However, there are times that one team might earn rewards more often than another team, which might make it discouraging for those on the losing team. In other words, failure to contact reinforcement might extinguish physical activity during the game, or it might serve as an abolishing operation that reduces the reinforcing value of winning, or, conversely, as an establishing operation that increases the value of winning, depending on individual learning histories. An alternative is to randomize teams each day to ensure that each student has the opportunity to earn a reward.

After reviewing these options with the teacher, the teacher selected to use a matched-pairs strategy to distribute the teams. Although the teacher selected a matched-pairs strategy, this option is less likely to be adopted in a classroom because of the amount of time it would take for a teacher to calculate step data, determine who to pair, and distribute team members equally. Future studies might want to consider the randomization of teams as this option addresses the issue of social validity.

**Math assessment.** Prior to the start of the study, the experimenter asked the teacher to distribute a short questionnaire (see Appendix D) that assessed the students’ understanding of mathematical averages (means). The purpose of this was to determine whether the students understood basic averages, because the average number of steps for each team was displayed and information about the student’s overall performance compared to the winning teams average during the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition were provided. Thus, some understanding of averages was vital for students to respond to the independent variable. It is important to note that the teacher indicated to the experimenter that the school curriculum changed and that students are no longer taught averages in fifth grade but, instead, are taught averages in the sixth
grade. The experimenter provided the initial math assessment (pre-test), then provided a short refresher training on averages, then provided the math assessment again (post-test). During the refresher training, the experimenter defined the term “average,” showed the students how to calculate averages, and reviewed relative averages (e.g., performing below, above, or at average levels) with them. If the students had a failing score (less than 80%), the experimenter still continued with the intervention and noted (on the data sheet) which students failed. Fifteen students failed the math assessment (see Results below). The math assessment took approximately 45 mins of class time, in total.

**Baseline.** Prior to the initial baseline session, the experimenter read the following script to the classroom:

> We want to see how much everyone plays during recess. This is called a pedometer <points to pedometer> and it tells us how many steps you take. You wear it on your waist like this <demonstrates how to clip the pedometer>. We want you to wear one during recess. We will give them to you at the start of recess every day and take them back at the end of recess to see how much you played. It will take about 10 minutes, but you can stop whenever you want. If you want to rest or stop playing, please let us know. You will not get into any trouble. If you decide that you do not want to play anymore, you can give us your pedometer. If you have any trouble, please talk to one of us. Does anyone have any questions?

Following the initial set of instructions, students went out for recess and played as they normally would. The experimenter did not interact with the students and no programmed consequences for PA occurred. There was a total of 10 baseline sessions.

**Step It UP! Game.** Students were divided into two teams according to a matched-pairs strategy using their baseline data. That is, high performers were matched with low performers with an equal distribution of boys and girls on each team. Before the initial Step it UP! Game session, the experimenter explained the rules of the game and stated the following to the classroom:
Today, we are going to play the Step It UP! Game and each team will have to be as active as they can while playing outside. You will need to wear your pedometer. Once in a while, we will remind everyone to keep on moving. The more you move, the better. At the end of recess, the team that takes the most steps will win the game and get a prize. It will take about 10 minutes, but you can stop whenever you want. At the end of recess, we will collect your pedometers. If you want to rest, or stop playing, please let us know. You will not get into any trouble. If you decide that you do not want to play anymore, you can give us your pedometer. If you have any trouble, please talk to one of us. Does anyone have any questions?

During recess, the experimenter wore a MotivAider® on their waistband. The MotivAider® vibrated on a 3-min variable-time schedule to remind the experimenter to deliver a verbal prompt (within 3 s of the vibration) to the students during recess. The verbal prompt reminded the students to continue engaging in PA (e.g., “Keep on moving if you want your team to win!”).

At the end of recess, the experimenter calculated the average number of steps for each team, announced the winning team (e.g., “the yellow team took the most steps today!”), and immediately delivered the Step it UP! Game badges to the team members. The badge was later traded for either a homework pass or access to lunch with the teacher. Both teams had the opportunity to receive a prize if the average step count difference between both teams were 100 steps or fewer. There was a total of 13 Step it UP! Game sessions.

**Step it UP! Game with feedback.** This condition was similar to the Step it UP! Game condition; however, the experimenter provided performance feedback at the beginning of each session the day following each game (e.g., students received feedback Tuesday morning based on Monday’s results). More specifically, the experimenter wrote the average number of steps for each team on a whiteboard and provided individual step counts for each student on Post-it notes. The Post-it note contained a traffic light (i.e., red light, green light, yellow light). The student’s number of steps were written beside one of the colors to indicate whether they performed below average (red light), at average (yellow light), or above average (green light) levels in comparison
to the team with the highest average number of steps. Before the initial session, the experimenter read the following script to the classroom:

Today, we are going to play the Step It UP! Game, but we will also give you information on how much you moved during recess each morning. The average for each team will be posted on this whiteboard and your score will be given to you with these Post-it notes. The Post-it note will show you whether you performed above, below, or at average levels in comparison to the winning team’s average. You will need to wear your pedometer. At the end of recess, the team that takes the most steps will win the game and get a prize. If you decide that you do not want to play anymore, you can give us your pedometer. If you have any trouble, please talk to one of us. Does anyone have any questions?

The announcement of the winning team and distribution of Step it UP! Game badges remained the same as the Step it UP! Game condition (i.e., provided shortly after recess). There was a total of five Step it UP! Game with feedback sessions.

**Social validity and student vote.** Upon completion of the study, the experimenter returned to the classroom after two days and asked the teacher to complete a questionnaire that included a 5-point Likert-type scale and a written component (see Appendix E). The teacher was asked to indicate how much they agreed with the following statements: 1) The Step it UP! Game by itself increased physical activity, 2) The combination of feedback and the Step it UP! Game increased physical activity, 3) The intervention seemed simple to implement, 4) The study took too long, and 5) I enjoyed the overall experience. A rating of 1 indicated strongly disagree, 2 indicated disagree, 3 indicated neither agree nor disagree, 4 indicated agree, and 5 indicated strongly agree (see Results below).

The written component of the social validity questionnaire asked the teacher the following questions: 1) “Which part of the intervention did you like the most (e.g., Step it UP! Game, Step it UP! Game and feedback)?” 2) “Was there any portion of the experience you
would like to change? If yes, what change(s) do you recommend?” and 3) “We welcome any additional comments/suggestions. Thank you.”

On this same day, the experimenter asked students to vote by raising their hands to indicate whether they preferred to have regular recess or play the Step it UP! Game (without feedback). All 21 students were available to vote (see Results below).
Chapter 3: Results

Math Assessment Scores

Only 19 of the 21 participants were present to take a seven-question math assessment. Not all participants were available to take the math assessment as they were absent on the scheduled day. Mean pretest and posttest scores, as well as each student score from pretest to posttest are depicted in Figure 1. The posttest scores were higher ($M = 4.84$) in comparison to pretest scores ($M = 3.89$). Visual inspection of Figure 1 suggests that the changes in scores from pretest to posttest varied across participants. Most students improved after the lesson (12 students), some scored the same (four students), and some did worse (four students).

Figure 1: Pre-posttest scatter graph displaying each students score with mean bar graphs.
The number of correct answers by question from pretest to posttest scores also were analyzed. The number of correct answers by question are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Bar graph depicting number of correct answers from pretest to posttest for each question.

The number of correct answers improved from pretest to posttest for 5 of the 7 questions. Overall, students had the most difficulty calculating the average (questions 1–3). However, students performed better on questions 4–7, which addressed the relative average (e.g., performing above, below, or at average levels). This is important because the relative average was the critical information provided during the Step it UP! Game with feedback.

**Step it UP! Game**

The top panel of Figure 3 depicts the mean number of steps recorded per min for each condition (i.e., baseline, step it UP! Game, step it UP! Game with feedback) of each team, combined. Mean steps per minute was calculated because the duration of the recess periods
varied from day to day (9 min, 2 sec to 11 min, 44 sec), mainly due to the amount of time it took students to line up in front of the classroom once recess was over. The mean steps per min was calculated by taking the mean number of steps and dividing by the duration of the session.

During the initial baseline, mean number of steps was 68.7 per min (range, 56.9 to 87.1). Visual analysis of the initial baseline reveals a decreasing trend with minimal variability across the five-day period. Higher mean steps per min initially might be due to reactivity to wearing the pedometer. During the initial step it UP! Game condition, the students took 81.3 steps per min,
on average (range, 70.9 to 89.9). The introduction of the Step it UP! Game produced a 12.6 step per min difference in comparison to baseline, suggesting that the game increased physical activity. Figure 3 depicts the mean steps per min during the Step it UP! Game, which gradually increase (more than baseline) and stabilize. Then, the mean steps per min decreased slightly however, continued to be above initial baseline levels. During the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition, the students were taking 82.7 mean steps per min during recess (range, 76.6 to 87.1). Visual analysis reveals that steps during the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition remained high, with levels similar to the Step it UP! Game without feedback. Moreover, the data show low variability with stable responding by the participants. When comparing the Step it UP! Game to the Step it UP! Game with feedback, these data suggest that the Step it UP! Game with feedback did not produce more steps than the Step it UP! Game without feedback. However, students continued to take more steps during the game in comparison to baseline.

During the return to baseline, mean step counts per min were 68.1 (range, 63.4 to 70.8), which was within the initial baseline range. Figure 3 depicts the mean steps per min of the return to baseline, which decrease and stabilize at levels similar to the initial baseline levels (range, 63.4 to 70.8 mean steps per min). Beginning at session 16, there was about a 2-week break due to poor weather conditions (e.g., air quality, rainy days) and because of Thanksgiving break. After the second baseline period, there was a return to the Step it UP! Game (without feedback). The mean step counts per min (65.3; range, 47.4 to 81.3) decreased in comparison to the initial Step it UP! Game condition. Visual analysis reveals two outlier data points (session 24 and 26). Despite the outliers, mean steps per min decreased over time and then, eventually increased before decreasing towards baseline levels. Given this, it might be that the feedback had an effect on performance after all rendering the game without feedback to not be effective (see Discussion
below). A class vote was conducted 2 days later which resulted in students taking an average of 88.5 steps per min during recess—this was considerably more than during the preceding Step it UP! Game (without feedback) condition, and more similar to the initial Step it UP! Game conditions, with and without feedback.

The bottom panel of Figure 3 depicts the mean number of steps recorded per min for each condition (i.e., baseline, step it UP! Game, step it UP! Game with feedback, vote) of each team (green and yellow). For all baseline performances (initial and return to baseline), the green team’s mean number of steps were slightly higher (69.2 steps per min; range, 52.3 to 84.4) than the yellow team’s mean number of steps (68.5 steps per min; range, 59.8 to 90). Visual analysis of the initial baseline indicates a decreasing trend for both teams. Although there was no “team” composition during baseline, these data are depicted so to analyze the progress of each team throughout the study (e.g., performance levels, equal distribution of wins and losses). During the Step it UP! Game (without feedback), the green team and yellow team were taking about the same mean number of steps, 71.5 steps per min (range, 46.3 to 90.1) and 71.2 steps per min (range, 48.3 to 96), respectively. Visual analysis of the initial Step it UP! Game (without feedback) suggests moderate variability in steps for both teams, with an overall increase in the mean steps per min from the initial baseline. Furthermore, visual analysis of the reintroduction of the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) shows both teams mean steps per min decreasing overtime and then, eventually increasing for the green team, and decreasing for the yellow team. During the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition, the yellow team’s mean number of steps were higher (84.8 steps per min; range, 80.7 to 91) than the green team’s mean number of steps (80.4 steps per min; 67.2 to 88.6). Both teams continued to take more steps than baseline; however, the yellow team shows more stable responding than the green team (see Figure 3,
During the classroom vote, the green team took more steps (91 steps per min) compared to the yellow team (85.9 steps per min). Taken together, these data suggest that both teams took about the same number of steps across baseline and Step it UP! game sessions. However, the yellow team took more steps during the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition whereas, the green team took more steps during the classroom vote. Overall, both teams took about the same number of steps throughout the study.

Furthermore, there were no obvious patterns associated with a team winning or losing (see Figure 3). That is, if one team won, it did not necessarily mean that the losing team took more or fewer steps that day, or that the winning team would take even more steps the following day. Table 1 presents the number of wins, losses, and ties between the teams, as well as the distribution of wins, losses, and ties by reward (homework pass or lunch with the teacher). There were more tie games (11 ties) with about an equal number of wins for a homework pass (five wins) or lunch with the teacher (six wins). Both teams won about the same number of games (green team won three games and yellow team won four games).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Green Team</th>
<th>Yellow Team</th>
<th>Both Teams (Tie Game)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wins for homework pass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wins for lunch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of wins</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual step data by each team are depicted in Figure 4. The ratio of steps taken during the Step it UP! Game to steps taken during baseline for each participant was analyzed to compare the intervention effects to baseline. This was done by calculating the average number
of steps a participant took during baseline and dividing this by the average number of steps a participant took during the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback), to produce a ratio. The higher the ratio, the more steps the participant took during the game compared to baseline. For example, if a participant’s ratio was 1.5 and he took 100 steps in baseline, this meant that the participant took approximately 150 steps during the Step it UP! Game.

Figure 4: Ratio of steps taken during the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) to steps taken during baseline for each participant. Ratios above 1.0 indicate more steps taken during the game.

The individual analysis accounts for all baseline sessions (10 total) and all Step it UP! Game sessions with and without feedback (18 total). The classroom vote was not included in the individual analysis. Only 5 out of the 21 participants took more steps during the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) than when they were engaging in regular recess. This was an average increase of 7.5 steps per min (range, 1.2 to 12.9) for those participants, which
corresponds to about 100 to 140 additional steps. This suggests that the Step it UP! Game was only effective at increasing steps more consistently with a small number of participants.

When further analyzing Figure 4, only three participants on the green team took more steps during the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) while the other seven participants on the green team seemed to have taken more steps during regular recess (baseline). Moreover, the yellow team only had two participants taking more steps during the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) while the remaining nine participants took more steps during recess. Overall, the participants on a given team were not more likely to take more or fewer steps after winning than they were after losing a game (see Figure 3). Furthermore, some students were not present for all sessions, which might have impacted the group’s overall performance. That is, students missed on average 1.95 sessions (range, 0 to 5) across the study. More specifically, there were only six students present for all sessions. Four students missed one day (3% of sessions), four students missed two days (7% of sessions), one student missed three days (10% of sessions), four students missed four days (14% of sessions), and two students missed five days (17% of sessions).

Figure 5 depicts the ratio of steps taken during the initial Step it UP! Games (with and without feedback) to steps taken during the initial baseline for each participant. This analysis includes 5 baseline sessions and 10 Step it UP! Game sessions (with and without feedback). During this period, 15 out of the 21 participants took more steps during the Step it UP! Game than when they were engaging in regular recess.
Figure 5: Ratio of steps taken during the initial Step it UP! Games (with and without feedback) to steps taken during the initial baseline for each participant. Ratios above 1.0 indicate more steps taken during the game.

Figure 6 depicts the ratio of steps taken during the second Step it UP! Game (without feedback) to steps taken during the return to baseline for each participant. This analysis includes 5 baseline sessions and 8 Step it UP! Game sessions (without feedback).
Figure 6: Ratio of steps taken during the second Step it UP! Games (without feedback) to steps taken during the return to baseline for each participant. Ratios above 1.0 indicate more steps taken during the game.

Figure 6 shows that only 9 out of the 21 participants took more steps during the reintroduction of the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) compared to regular recess. That is, 15 out of the 21 participants took more steps during the initial Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback); however, only 9 out of the 21 participants took more steps during the reintroduction of the Step it UP! Game (without feedback).

Social Validity and Student Vote

For the 5-point Likert-type scale, the teacher responded to the first, second, and fifth statement with a “5,” indicating the effectiveness and overall experience of the study (see Appendix E). The teacher responded to the third and fourth statement with a “4,” indicating that the study took too long but seemed simple to implement. For question 4, the teacher stated she agreed that the study took too long.

During the written component, the teacher answered accordingly: for question one, the teacher responded with “Step it UP! Game with feedback” being the part of the intervention she
liked the most. For question two, the teacher responded with “I would have liked to switch up the prizes half way through. It was a lot of homework passes!” For question three, the teacher stated, “Very cool study. It would be interesting to tie the results or study in an academic sense. I appreciate the organization and the little disruption times. The students very much enjoyed it and created a great relationship tool between the students and I for the lunch prize. Also, they loved the badges and telling staff about the study!” Altogether, the teacher indicated overall agreement to the study.

On the same day as the administration of the social validity questionnaire, the experimenter asked students to vote by raising their hands to indicate whether they preferred to have regular recess or play the Step it UP! Game (without feedback). All 21 students were available to vote, with 19 of the 21 students voting to play the Step it UP! Game. Shortly after voting, the students went outside for recess and played the game.
Chapter 4: Discussion

The current study evaluated whether providing group feedback (public posting of team performance) and individual feedback (private posting of individual performance) enhanced the effects of the GBG when used to increase the steps taken by elementary students playing on a school playground during recess. Previous researchers have used the Step it UP! Game to increase physical activity during recess and physical education (PE) classes (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Normand & Burji, in press). Both studies have shown that the Step it UP! Game is effective at increasing the number of steps students have taken during recess and PE. The current study utilized the Step it UP! Game procedures and also included a more specific feedback component that most GBG studies use (e.g., Barrish et al., 1969; Wiskow et al., 2019).

Overall, the results of the study show mean step counts increased for both teams when the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) was first introduced. That is, there was an average 13.3 step per min increase from the initial baseline to the introduction of the Step it UP! Game (with and without feedback) which corresponds to a 146 step increase during an average 11 min recess period (range, 9 to 12). This would be about an 800 step increase per participant over a one-hour period which might be considered a meaningful change for physical activity (Barrera et al., 2015). However, these results did not maintain during the return to the Step it UP! Game condition (without feedback), which appeared more like the baseline conditions (i.e., 65.2 mean steps per min). Moreover, when the opportunity to participate in the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) versus recess was provided, more steps were observed for only 5 of the 21 participants suggesting that the game with and without feedback was only effective for very
few students (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the addition of feedback did not increase the average number of steps taken during recess (i.e., average of 82.7 steps per min with feedback compared to an average of 81.3 steps per min without feedback).

Given the number of steps taken per min during baseline, it is possible that there was a ceiling effect seen during the interventions; however, previous research has demonstrated that children ages, 9–11 years old typically take 116.5 steps per min when engaged in moderate physical activity and the number of steps tends to decrease as children age (Tudor-Locke et al., 2018). Furthermore, when children (ages, 9–11 years) engage in vigorous physical activity, the steps taken often increase to around 142.7 steps per min (Tudor-Locke et al., 2018). Given these data, it seems that participants in the current study could have taken more steps.

Because the steps-per-min increase did not persist during the return to the Step it UP! Game, it is possible that previously receiving feedback might be a motivating operation that altered the function of consequences for physical activity in the future (Laraway, Syncerski, Michael & Poling, 2003; Michael, 1982, 1993). In other words, the performance feedback that is provided every morning before recess might be an antecedent; specifically, it might be a motivating operation for later activity. The consequences received after playing the Step it UP! Game (with feedback) include the announcement of the winning team (e.g., yellow team wins today) and the provision of rewards (i.e., badges, lunch with the teacher, homework passes). The value of performance feedback for the participants might have been established as an effective reinforcer following the announcement of the winning team and the provision of rewards. The behavior-altering effect might have been that the participants who received rewards after the announcement of the winning team and Post-it notes the following day would be more likely to display behaviors that are associated with winning in the past, such as referring to their Post-it
note to determine whether they need to perform better, and increasing their physical activity levels during recess. Removing the feedback might have functioned as an abolishing operation, reducing the effectiveness of the reinforcers (e.g., badges, lunch with teacher, homework passes) and abating behavior relevant to those reinforcers (e.g., engaging in physical activity).

Despite the minimal change in steps throughout the study, the teacher expressed satisfaction in the effectiveness, feasibility, and experience of the study with the addition of feedback being her most preferred component. Although the teacher expressed feedback as a preferred component, the experimenter spent approximately 30 mins to prepare the feedback for the participants each session. In the long run, the preparation of feedback via post-it notes, and a whiteboard might not be feasible for a teacher to adopt (e.g., consider using technology). The teacher also expressed some concerns about the length of the study (29 days) and the number of homework passes that were used as rewards (10 days of homework passes for at least half the class). Although the length of the study was dependent on the data obtained, it might be important to determine how long a teacher would be willing to adopt and use this intervention on their own.

Additionally, it is unclear whether the teacher’s concerns about the length of the study were about the study as a whole taking too long (29 days) or whether the Step it UP! Game portion was too long (18 days). If the teacher’s primary concern for the length of the study was about the Step it UP! Game, it suggests that the intervention is not likely to be adopted. In future studies, it will be important to determine which aspects (e.g., length of game component, length of time in classroom) of the Step it UP! Game are acceptable, and to see if teachers actually adopt the Game in their classrooms. Future studies also should assess what type of rewards are most acceptable for the class and teacher. Still, 19 of the 21 participants voted that they wanted
to play the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) instead of regular recess, suggesting that they preferred the game over typical recess periods even without a more extensive preference or reinforcer assessment.

During the Step it UP! Game with feedback condition, participants took about the same mean steps per min as they did during the Step it UP! Game without feedback suggesting that feedback did not have an effect on the average number of steps students took throughout recess. As mentioned previously, feedback during the standard GBG is typically provided throughout the session immediately after the teacher observes a team member break one of the rules specified at the start of the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Donaldson et al., 2011; Pennington & McComas, 2017; Wiskow et al., 2019). During our Step it UP! Game with feedback condition, feedback from the previous day was provided every morning before recess period. The experimenter used feedback characteristics that research suggested were more likely to produce greater increases in performance (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1995). These characteristics included the source of feedback (i.e., delivered by experimenter), frequency of feedback (i.e., provided daily), and privacy of feedback (i.e., private versus public). During the study, feedback was provided to each participant privately using post-it notes, which indicated the number of steps the participant took the previous day and whether they performed at, above, or below average in comparison to the winning team’s average number of steps. Feedback was also provided to the group on a whiteboard indicating each team’s average number of steps from the previous day. Although feedback was delivered daily, the feedback was delivered to participants the next day, contributing to a large delay. The delay in feedback might have decreased the effectiveness of the feedback provided (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1995).
Furthermore, the feedback provided during the Step it UP! Game was not occurring immediately or throughout the session like the standard GBG (Barrish et al., 1969). An analysis of how feedback might have functioned throughout the current study is warranted, and future research should analyze the behavioral principles involved with performance feedback (DiGennaro et al., 2016). Feedback presented prior to a session might act as a discriminative stimulus (SD). Providing the feedback before the session might evoke the target behavior (e.g., steps) because in the past and under similar circumstances behaving a certain way produced a consequence when the SD (feedback statement) was present.

In the present study, the Post-it notes, provided to the participants during the Step it UP! Game might have functioned as an SD or S-delta. The SD, in this case, is the Post-it note, which indicated whether a participant performed below average (red), at average (yellow), or above average (green). The presence of the Post-it note might have signaled the availability of reinforcement (e.g., badges, homework passes) for increased physical activity and thereby evoked physical activity similar to the previous day. On the other hand, when the Post-it notes were no longer provided (S-delta), this might have given an unclear signal to participants whether reinforcement was available or not, and so participants might have engaged in other behaviors instead (e.g., more gossiping, increased sitting and eating, decreased physical activity). For example, after the Step it UP! Game and feedback condition concluded, baseline was reintroduced. When baseline was reintroduced, participants were no longer receiving feedback or receiving reinforcement (i.e., rewards). Thus, the absence of the Post-it notes coincided with the absence of reinforcement, potentially causing a reduction in physical activity and increase in other behaviors (e.g., gossip).
While attempts were made to provide feedback in a similar manner as previous GBG research (e.g., Barrish et al., 1969; Wiskow et al., 2019), one limitation of the study was that feedback was still not provided immediately throughout the session. Future research might want to examine how to deliver feedback immediately or throughout the session (e.g., use of high-tech devices). One suggestion is to signal to participants throughout the study to regularly view their pedometers. For example, ringing a bell every 2 mins to signal to participants to open their pedometers and observe how many steps they have taken so far. Another suggestion is to consider modifying the verbal prompts provided throughout recess. The experimenter provided verbal prompts to the participants throughout recess. These verbal prompts were reminders to participants to continue engaging in physical activity (e.g., “Keep moving if you want your team to win!” “Get those steps in!”). Although these prompts were provided throughout recess, the prompts were not considered to be feedback as it did not specify anything about the team’s performance, nor did it follow the target behavior of PA. Thus, future research might want to consider providing specific prompts contingent on PA (e.g., “Great job moving around!”) which might also be a more feasible alternative to providing feedback via post-it notes and a whiteboard.

In addition to the feedback being provided, another limitation of the study is that the participant’s might not have had a strong understanding of mathematical averages. Indeed, participants performed better on questions 4–7 of the math assessment, which addressed the relative average. However, there were at least three participants who did not get those answers correct and an additional two participants who did not take the math assessment due to absences. Given the minimal understanding for averages, participants might not have been able to clearly understand the group feedback provided to them, let alone, compare their individual feedback to
the group feedback. As such, this lack of understanding of averages might have changed the participant’s performance (e.g., increase, decrease). One way to adjust for this lack of understanding for averages is to provide a refresher training on averages after the first distribution of feedback. For example, the experimenter could create a lesson for the students by using the feedback the students received. Future research might also consider working with a group of participants’ who have a better understanding of averages (e.g., older age group).

Another limitation to the study might be the potential reinforcers used throughout the study. While a student vote was conducted to determine the reward to be used throughout the study, the final decision was ultimately made by the teacher to alternate between homework passes (12 votes) and lunch in the classroom with the teacher (10 votes). The participants of the winning team were provided Step it UP! Champ badges that were traded in for homework passes or lunch in the classroom with the teacher. Because of the alternation of rewards, one reward might not have functioned as a reinforcer for some participants compared to the other reward.

For example, 12 students preferred winning homework passes over spending lunch in the classroom with the teacher, while the other 10 students preferred spending lunch with the teacher rather than winning homework passes. This might have influenced behavior in the sense that students who did not want homework passes or lunch with the teacher did not take as many steps during recess, while those students who wanted a specific reinforcer (i.e., homework pass or lunch with teacher) took more steps. Future research should gather data on each individual’s vote and conduct an individual analysis on the steps taken throughout recess based on the reinforcers provided. Additionally, it is unclear whether students wanted other rewards. More specifically, most students voted for one item even though they were told they could vote for multiple items. Some students might have voted only for their most-preferred reward rather than
voting for all rewards that they would like. For example, some students might have wanted extra recess if it was available but preferred homework passes and, instead, voted only for the homework passes.

Furthermore, preference or value of a reward might have changed over time so that students who initially preferred a homework pass might find lunch with the teacher more reinforcing over time. Additionally, rewards were alternated daily (e.g., homework passes, lunch with teacher, homework passes, lunch with teacher) with the reward for the day being divulged only after announcing the winning team (e.g., “yellow team won today! You’ll be getting homework passes”). However, it became predictable to students what reward they could earn each day. Randomizing when the rewards would be provided so not to be predictable might be an important future step. Additionally, conducting potential reinforcer surveys or using a rotating reinforcer throughout the study might also be an important future step to ensure that participants are getting access to a variety of potentially reinforcing rewards and to prevent satiation of any particular reinforcing item or activity from occurring. It might be beneficial to conduct a vote on a daily basis, or in the case that more than one reward is available, have the students on the winning team select their preferred reward.

During the game, a tie contingency was implemented so that if one team was within 100 mean steps of the other team, both teams could receive a reward. Of the 18 Step it UP! games, participants tied 11 times (61% of sessions). Previous Step it UP! Game studies (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Normand & Burji, in press) rarely had ties occur. This might be due to having a lower tie criterion (i.e., 50 mean steps) in previous studies. It is possible that the tie criterion might have reduced the effectiveness of the game due to the lack of “competition” involved. Kohn (1992) describes competition as one in which there are winners and losers. The number of
ties were especially prevalent during the reintroduction of the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) condition with ties occurring 75% of the time. Because both teams were contacting reinforcement often, the motivation for participants to take more steps throughout recess might have declined over time.

In addition to the tie criterion, future research should focus on setting a minimum step criterion based on baseline data. For example, each team might have to take at least 900 steps, on average, with the team taking the most steps winning a reward. Another reason why ties occurred so often might have been due to a peer-modeling component occurring during recess. That is, participants’ behaviors might not have been entirely independent. Participants might have been paying attention to the environmental events occurring around them, which in turn, could have influenced their behavior. For example, if one group of individuals was especially active, another group nearby might also engage in more physical activity to increase the likelihood of receiving a reward.

When returning back to baseline, a number of sessions were cancelled due to poor weather conditions (e.g., air quality, rainy days) and because of Thanksgiving break. The break between sessions might have resulted in performance changes. More specifically, there were 10 days of no sessions conducted between session 16 and 17, and one day of no session conducted between session 17 and 18 (See Figure 3). Upon returning back to sessions, outdoor conditions were wet and cold due to the rain. Temperatures before returning back to baseline averaged 58 degrees Fahrenheit (range, 48 to 64 degrees) whereas, temperatures upon returning back to baseline averaged 49 degrees Fahrenheit (range, 40 to 56 degrees). Poor weather conditions might have prevented participants from playing in certain areas of the playground (e.g., fixed play structure), possibly leading to lower mean steps recorded. However, a weather analysis was
conducted, and no patterns that might have impacted participants performance during recess were detected. Because weather can be unpredictable at times, future studies might look into alternatives for increasing physical activity that does not include being outdoors (e.g., indoor recess). That is, if indoor recess is provided, examining in what ways physical activity could be introduced indoors (e.g., creating the cafeteria into an open space, using gymnasium space).

In addition to the above limitations, there were some challenges that occurred throughout the study. First, participants stated that some team members were opening their pedometers to view the number of steps taken or removing their pedometers and shaking them. To adjust for this challenge, the experimenter addressed the class that pedometers must be kept closed at all times and that the pedometer would be removed from them and their steps not counted for that day if they were caught cheating. Future research might want to allow participants to look at their pedometers (i.e., unmasked) throughout recess as this might be a more socially valid and significant step. Additionally, future research should set clear expectations on pedometer usage (e.g., steps do not count if you are caught shaking the pedometer). Second, participants did not have access to the grassy play area which might limit the space provided for them to engage in physical activity. This was even more challenging after a rainy day, when play structures were wet, minimizing the play area even more. This could have resulted in a further reduction of the steps taken throughout recess. As mentioned above, future research might want to consider alternatives for increasing physical activity when students do not have access to go outside. Third, the experimenter observed many participants moving their pedometers or placing them in different areas (e.g., pockets, socks, shirt) because of various reasons including, they felt uncomfortable, they kept falling off, or they were wearing dresses. To keep from this happening,
each day the experimenter reminded students to and modeled how to wear their pedometers on their waist (and emphasized the accuracy in steps taken when the pedometer is placed correctly).

A variety of limitations and challenges were mentioned above. However, the reason for the overall reduction occurring after the return to the Step it UP! Game (without feedback) condition is unknown. The current intervention (with and without feedback) did not have an effect on many of the participants. One reason might be a lack of participant interest in the game. Moreover, this is the first Step it UP! Game study to target an older age group (i.e., fifth grade classroom instead of third grade classroom). Some research suggests that elementary school children engage in less physical activity than younger children (e.g., preschool) and that prompts by teachers to engage in physical activity decrease with older age groups (McKenzie et al., 1997). Furthermore, this is one of the first Step it UP! Game studies where the participants were not required to wear flag belts. While this is a cost-effective step, students did not have immediate access to determine who was on each team. The removal of the flag belts could have reduced the “competitive” component of the game despite a team list being posted by the classroom door.

In summary, this study examined whether adding feedback to the Step it UP! Game would increase the number of steps fifth-grade students took during a school recess period beyond what was observed during the Game without feedback. However, the form of feedback provided during this study had no apparent effect on the number of steps participants took throughout recess and so, future research might evaluate alternative ways to provide more effective feedback (e.g., in vivo), if needed. Furthermore, although there was an initial increase in the number of steps taken during the Step it UP! Game, future research should assess ways to
maintain these step increases over time (e.g., feedback provided in vivo, modifying reinforcers, using high-tech devices).
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APPENDIX A: LITERATURE REVIEW

Physical inactivity is the fourth leading risk factor for global mortality (World Health Organization [WHO], 2017) and can result in various health complications such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes (Reilly & Kelly, 2011). The WHO (2017) defines physical activity (PA) as, “any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure.” PA plays an important role in children’s lives because it is associated with multiple health benefits including: weight control, decreased risk of some diseases such as cancer (i.e., colon, breast), cardiovascular disease, and type 2 diabetes. Other benefits include increased muscle density, cardiorespiratory health, bone strength, improved mental health, life expectancy, balance, and coordination skills (Janssen & LeBlanc, 2010; Reiner, Niermann, Jekaue, & Woll, 2013; Warburton & Bredin, 2017).

In order to achieve the stated health benefits, the WHO (2017) and Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC; 2016) recommend that children and adolescents engage in at least 60 min or more of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) daily such as brisk walking, running, jumping, and climbing. However, the National Physical Activity Plan Alliance (2016) released a report on PA for children and adolescents indicating that only 21.6% of individuals engage in the recommended MVPA levels, which reduces their ability to achieve health benefits. In other words, many children and adolescents are not meeting the recommended PA guidelines and instead are engaging in sedentary behaviors (Arundell et al., 2013; Fairclough & Stratton, 2006; Pate, Long, & Heath, 1994; Sallis, Prochaska & Taylor, 2000; Stone, McKenzie, Welk, & Booth, 1998). Therefore, it is important to increase PA levels to counteract the health risks
associated with physical inactivity. Intervening as early as elementary school might be a first step towards increasing PA (Arundell et al., 2013).

School can be an important environment for promoting PA because children spend between 6 and 7 hours at school for approximately 180 days of the year (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2015). Moreover, recess periods during school provide an opportunity for children to engage in PA and unstructured free play (NCES, 2005). For instance, Mota et al. (2005) found that children engaged in about 5% to 40% of the recommended PA levels for the entire day during recess periods. Recess occurs one to three times per day for 15 to 30 min each time in approximately 92% of elementary schools in the United States of America (NCES, 2005). According to the CDC (2017), recess provides the following benefits and changes in behavior: increased PA, continued on-task behavior in the classroom, and reduced disruptive behaviors. Additionally, some research suggests that recess might play a role in improving memory, attention, and concentration as well as, promoting social and emotional development (CDC, 2017; Pellegrini, 1995).

Other research, however, has reported that children’s PA levels are highest during the first 3 min of recess and tend to decrease as recess progresses (McKenzie et al., 1997; Sallis, Patterson, McKenzie, & Nader, 1988). This suggests that an intervention that aims to increase PA during the entire recess period might help children meet the CDC’s recommended PA guidelines. Due to multiple health benefits associated with recess and the amount of time children spend at school, school-based interventions targeting PA could be an effective and convenient way towards increasing PA, which might also decrease the likelihood of future health complications (Erwin, Ickes, Ahn, & Fedewa, 2014; Hills, Dengel, & Lubans, 2015; Ramstetter, Murray, & Garner, 2010).
Multiple school-based interventions to increase PA have been evaluated (Harris, Kuramoto, Schulzer, & Retallack, 2009; Escalante, Garcia-Hermoso, Backx, & Saavedra, 2014; Van Sluijs, McMinn, & Griffin, 2007). Some interventions have taught physical and health education such as Planet Health, a curriculum aimed to reduce physical inactivity and promote a healthy diet (Gortmaker et al., 1999). Some interventions have altered the existing school play environments to include playground equipment, playground markings, and game equipment (Escalante et al., 2014; Hannon & Brown, 2008). Other interventions have introduced structured recess, which involves planned and supervised activities (Howe, Freedson, Alhassan, Feldman, & Osganian, 2012). And some interventions have implemented multiple components (e.g., health education, physical education, and classroom nutrition; McMurray et al., 2002; Simons-Morton, Parcel, Baranowski, Forthofer, & O’Hara, 1991). Many of these school-based interventions did produce modest increases in PA during a short period of time. However, only a few have yielded socially significant increases or examined whether the PA levels persisted over time. For example, Howe et al. (2012) compared structured recess at one school to free-play recess at another school to determine the effects of recess activities on MVPA for third-grade students over a 9-week period. Results indicated that structured recess produced higher levels of MVPA compared to free-play recess; however, the study was relatively short, which makes it difficult to draw any conclusions about maintenance effects. Furthermore, most of these interventions used antecedent-based strategies, which have been shown to produce moderate or brief changes in behavior, however persistent change is more likely when consequence-based interventions are implemented (e.g., Roane, Ringdahl, & Falcomata, 2015). That is, the literature suggests that antecedent interventions produce temporary changes and those changes
do no persist when not coupled with programmed consequences. Therefore, it might be useful to identify consequence-based interventions that reliably produce increases in PA during recess.

**Group Contingencies and the Good Behavior Game**

One way of increasing PA is through the use of group contingencies in school settings. Cooper, Heron, and Heward (2007) define group contingencies as ones in which a target behavior is exhibited by either one member of a group, part of a group, or everyone in the group, which then results in a consequence (e.g., reward or removal of a reinforcer). There are three types of group contingencies: dependent, independent, and interdependent. Dependent group contingencies occur when a consequence is given to the whole group based on the target behavior(s) of specific members of a group. Independent group contingencies occur when a consequence is provided only to the individuals in the group who have exhibited the target behavior(s). Interdependent group contingencies provide consequences to the whole group only when everyone in the group exhibits the target behavior(s). A number of studies have demonstrated that group contingencies decrease inappropriate behaviors, including elopement and disruption in the classroom (Thorne & Kamps, 2008), and risk-taking behavior on the playground (Heck, Collins, & Peterson, 2001). Furthermore, studies have shown that group contingencies increase appropriate behaviors such as academic performance and prosocial behaviors in the classroom (Cashwell, Skinner, & Smith, 2001; Greenwood, Hops, Delquadri, & Guild, 1974), and PA during recess (Kuhl, Rudrud, Witts, & Schulze, 2015).

One version of an interdependent group contingency typically implemented in classrooms, the Good Behavior Game (GBG), has been shown to be particularly effective (Barrish, Saunders, & Wolf, 1969). During the typical GBG, the teacher evenly distributes the students across two teams. In some cases, the teacher evenly distributes the students who exhibit
the most problem behavior across both teams. Then, the teacher explains the rules of the game (e.g., no talking out of turn, sitting down appropriately, being on-task) and points are given for breaking the rules (e.g., out-of-seat, talking-out). The teacher records the points on a board that is visible to all students. Both teams have the opportunity to win if the points are below a specific criterion, regardless of which team has fewer points. For example, if one team has three points and the other has four, both teams win because they are below five points. However, if both teams exceed the criterion, the team with the fewest points wins the game and everyone on the winning team receives a prize (e.g., line up first for lunch, stickers).

Decades of research has demonstrated the effectiveness of the GBG for decreasing problem behaviors and increasing appropriate behaviors (e.g., Barrish et al., 1969; Bunuan, Muething, & Vega, 2014; Donaldson, Fisher, Kahng, 2017; Flower, McKenna, Kellam & Anthony, 1998; Joslyn, Vollmer, & Hernandez, 2014; Wahl, Hawkins, Haydon, Marsicano, & Morrison, 2016; Wiskow, Matter, & Donaldson, 2018). Additionally, the GBG has been modified in multiple ways in order to be applied effectively with various populations and in various settings (Donaldson, Matter, & Wiskow, 2018; Galbraith & Normand, 2017; McCurdy, Lannie, & Barnabas, 2009; Jung, Suroto, Fukugasako, & Takahashi, 2005; Lutzker & White-Blackburn, 1979; Swain, Allard, & Holborn, 1982; Sy, Gratz, & Donaldson, 2016; Wahl et al., 2016). Not only can the GBG be used to change behavior in the present, Embry (2002) emphasized that the GBG could be used as a universal “behavioral vaccine” to prevent the development of inappropriate behavior in the future (e.g., substance use, antisocial behavior, aggressive behavior). For instance, Kellam et al. (2008) assessed the GBG as a universal behavioral vaccine by conducting a longitudinal study in Baltimore beginning in 1985. During this study, the GBG was implemented in first- and second-grade classrooms and was continued
with the same students for 2 years. Schools were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: GBG, curriculum-and-instruction program, and standard program. Kellam et al. found that primary students playing the GBG engaged in fewer inappropriate behaviors compared to students in schools with the curriculum-and-instruction program, and standard program. As part of the longitudinal study, a follow up by Kellam et al. examined the effects of the GBG on young adult outcomes when participants from the 1985 study reached 19 to 21 years of age. This examination found significantly lower levels of problem behaviors (e.g., drug and alcohol use, smoking, violent behaviors) among the GBG intervention population compared with the individuals who experienced curriculum-and-instruction program, and standard program classrooms (Kellam et al., 2008). These results support the idea that the GBG could be used not only to reduce problem behaviors and increase appropriate behaviors in the classroom, but also as a universal behavioral vaccine to prevent problem behaviors later in life.

The acceptability of the GBG amongst teachers and students further increases its value. Students and teachers previously reported that the GBG procedure is an acceptable intervention and a useful tool for reducing behavior problems (Barrish et al., 1969; Flower et al., 2014). For example, the teachers involved in the Barrish et al. (1969) study stated, “it was an easy program to install since it did not change any of the rules or daily activities in the classroom” (p.123). Other studies collected reports from students and teachers to assess social validity of the GBG and found that the GBG was a useful and easy intervention to implement in the school settings (Donaldson, Vollmer, Krous, Downs, & Berard., 2011; Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Kleinman & Saigh, 2011; Lynne et al., 2017). Given the success the GBG has had with multiple populations and settings, the GBG might also be an effective intervention that is favorable to teachers and students for increasing PA.
Physical Activity During the Good Behavior Game

To date, only two studies have examined the effects of GBG on PA (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Jung et al., 2005). Jung et al. (2005) used a multiple-baseline design across student target behaviors to examine the effects of a modified version of the GBG during physical education class. The study evaluated three target behaviors (waiting time, off-task, motor activity) over a 12-week period. Jung et al. divided the experimental group into four teams with each team assigned a colored vest. The teacher provided rules about the game (e.g., all groups could win, points were given every time a signal went off). Contingent on achieving their behavior goals, the teacher awarded points and delivered rewards to each group (e.g., posting pictures, using a computer during lunchtime) throughout the intervention phase; conversely, points were subtracted for rule breaking. The control group received verbal reminders from the teacher about engaging in appropriate behaviors (i.e., waiting, remaining on-task, and engaging in motor activity), but they did not receive points or rewards.

The results of Jung et al. (2005) indicated that the intervention reduced student waiting time (i.e., directions were followed in a timely manner), off-task behaviors, and increased motor activity, while the behaviors exhibited by the control group changed minimally compared to baseline (Jung et al., 2005). Overall, using the GBG for the experimental group not only decreased inappropriate behaviors (i.e., off-task) but also increased appropriate behaviors (i.e., motor activity, waiting) compared to the control group. The results from Jung et al. study suggest that the GBG can be used to increase PA. However, these conclusions must be tempered because Jung et al. did not clearly define motor activity. Motor activity was defined as student engagement with the following activities during physical education class: skill practice, drills, scrimmages, games, fitness activities, warm-up, and cool-down. Additionally, the data collected
might not have provided an accurate measure of the target behaviors, as data were collected for a portion of the students for a small amount of time, each day. More specifically, data were collected by observing selected students through video recording at approximately 2 min per student. Then, the experimenter coded the target behaviors using a 10-s discontinuous partial-interval recording system.

More recently, Galbraith and Normand (2017) evaluated the effects of a variation of the GBG on PA exhibited by 20 elementary school children during recess. To address the limitations of Jung et al. (2005), Galbraith and Normand used pedometers as a more objective measure of PA, incorporated a within-subject research design, and collected experimenter integrity data. The study took place during recess on an elementary school playground that included pavement, a grassy area, and a fixed play structure. Students were given sealed pedometers to record the number of steps that each student took during recess. Each pedometer was sealed with tape to prevent students from seeing their step totals. The reason for sealed pedometers was to avoid from students accidentally resetting their pedometers. The differences in step counts between baseline and GBG conditions were evaluated using an alternating-treatments design. During baseline, the students were instructed to wear a pedometer during recess and to play as they normally did. Before each GBG session, the experimenter described the rules of the game (e.g., the team with the higher number of steps wins a lottery ticket) and divided students into two teams using colored flag belts. During the GBG, the experimenters reminded the students to engage in PA (e.g., “The more you move, the more you can help your team”) according to a 3-min variable-time schedule. At the end of the session, the experimenter collected the pedometers, calculated the mean number of steps for each team, and announced the winning team. The winning team was immediately given a “Step it UP! Champ” badge. At the
end of the day, badges were exchanged for lottery tickets where students could earn prizes from a school-wide raffle. Galbraith and Normand found that the GBG produced higher mean step counts for both teams compared to baseline. Furthermore, an analysis of each student’s step counts showed that 14 out of the 20 students took more steps during the GBG than in baseline.

One limitation of the Galbraith and Normand (2017) study was that, unlike most GBG studies (Barrish et al., 1969; Donaldson et al., 2011; Lynne et al., 2017) that provide feedback in the form of points on a board and statements for rule violations, Galbraith and Normand (2017) did not provide performance feedback. Instead, Galbraith and Normand (2017) delivered audible prompts to approximate the feedback that is usually provided during the GBG each time a mark is placed on the board and the prompts delivered were not contingent on physical activity or inactivity. The major difference is that the prompts provided were not the same as the feedback provided during the standard GBG. Additionally, it was difficult for the experimenter to deliver audible prompts to all students because they were in different areas of the playground. Also, some students did not consistently take more steps during the GBG. As such, it would be useful to further the feedback component and determine whether that might produce higher levels of PA.

**Performance Feedback**

Feedback is a popular intervention component that has been used to increase or decrease a variety of behaviors, including horseback-riding (Kelley & Miltenberger, 2016), coaching (Stokes, Luiselli, Reed, & Fleming, 2010), driving speed (Houten & Nau, 1983), gun safety (Miltenberger et al., 2004), work performance (Newby & Robinson, 1983), and sports performance (Quinn, Miltenberger, Abreu, & Narozanick, 2017). Feedback occurs when information about an individual’s performance or particular behavior is provided to them by
other individuals (e.g., supervisors, peers), themselves, or equipment (e.g., pedometers), which can promote behavior change over time (Alvero, Bucklin, & Austin, 2001; Balcazar, Hopkins, Suarez, 1985; Lee, Nyity, & McGill, 1993). In short, the purpose of feedback is to improve future performance. Feedback is often used alone or as an additional component of other interventions due to its practicality, simplicity, and low cost (Alvero et al., 2001; Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985; Houmanfar, 2013; Prue & Fairbank, 1981). There are a range of characteristics associated with feedback, including the source (e.g., researcher, supervisor), mode of delivery (e.g., oral, written), content (e.g., individual’s performance compared to the group’s performance), individual receiving feedback (e.g., children, adults), frequency of feedback (e.g., daily, weekly), and privacy (e.g., privately, publicly).

Balcazar et al. (1985) reviewed studies from multiple journals on the consistency of feedback effects by analyzing feedback alone as well as feedback combined with other interventions. Additionally, Balcazar et al. assessed different feedback characteristics (i.e., source, privacy, participants, content, mechanism, frequency) to determine which produced the most consistent effects. They considered the effects of feedback to be consistent when there was a clear increase or decrease in performance compared to baseline and when the change in performance was observed among all participants, settings, or behaviors. In conclusion, Balcazar et al. found that feedback alone does not consistently improve performance, adding behavioral consequences or goals is likely to improve the effectiveness of feedback, and specific characteristics of feedback such as the frequency of delivery and form of delivery are more likely to produce a greater increase in performance than others. These findings suggest that there are particular characteristics of feedback that should be considered when using feedback as part of an intervention.
In a more recent review of the feedback literature, Alvero et al. (2001) reported findings similar to Balcazar et al. (1985). Alvero et al. (2001) found that feedback by itself does not produce consistent effects and that different modes of delivering feedback are more effective (e.g., use of goal setting, private and public feedback, and daily and weekly feedback). However, Alvero et al. (2001) noted some important differences between their review and the initial review by Balcazar et al. (1985). For instance, the number of articles addressing feedback published in the journals reviewed seems to have decreased, and the use of feedback terminology has appeared less frequently. Furthermore, Alvero et al. (2001) examined additional feedback combinations (e.g., feedback alone, feedback and antecedents, feedback and goal setting), as well as subcategories of certain characteristics (e.g., medium: graph, verbal, written) that Balcazar et al. (1985) did not. Nevertheless, both concluded that certain characteristics (e.g., private and public feedback, frequency of feedback) result in a change in performance and that these characteristics should be considered when applying feedback.

Although these reviews evaluated multiple characteristics of feedback, they did not address the type of feedback provided such as positive (e.g., “you are doing a great job”) or negative (e.g., “your improvement is very slow”) feedback, or the immediacy of feedback including immediate or delayed feedback. These two areas should be assessed to determine whether the immediacy and type of feedback provided contribute to a consistent change in behavior. For example, multiple studies have demonstrated that immediate feedback might be more effective than delayed feedback (Kulik & Kulik, 1988; Mason & Redmon, 1992; Scheeler, McKinnon, & Stout, 2012). These effects might be similar to reinforcement schedule effects (Prue & Fairbank, 1981). Additionally, some studies have found that positive feedback is more desirable than negative feedback and is likely to have an impact on an individual’s behavior.
immediacy and type of feedback provided must also be considered in addition to the other characteristics described by the reviews mentioned above (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1985). Therefore, the combination of immediate feedback provided publicly and privately on a daily basis might produce the greatest increases in performance.

**Function of Feedback**

Alvero et al. (2001) highlighted that a major goal of behavior analysis is to produce meaningful changes in behavior. In order to do that, one must understand the functional characteristics of feedback. Feedback is considered a consequence-based strategy and is likely to produce a change in behavior when it is introduced with antecedent strategies (Roane, Ringdahl, & Falcomata, 2015). However, research on feedback has been criticized for various reasons. There is controversy surrounding how feedback affects behavior and what specific characteristics make it effective. More specifically, some have argued that feedback functions in multiple ways and can be regarded as a discriminative stimulus, a conditioned reinforcer or punisher, and/or a motivating operation (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985; Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015; Peterson, 1982).

The function of feedback can be discussed in relation to the GBG. The GBG has a feedback component that could be modified in certain ways depending on the population or setting. To recall, students are divided into two teams and the team who receives the lower number of points, wins the game. Before the game, the teacher or researcher states the rules of the game such as, sitting down nicely, and not speaking out of turn. During the game, the teacher or researcher places a hatch mark on a board (visual feedback) while announcing the team that is engaging in inappropriate behaviors (verbal feedback; e.g., “Team 1 gets a point for
not sitting down nicely”). The winning team receives a prize, such as lining up first for recess, or stickers. Due to the different functions that feedback can take, researchers (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1986; Peterson, 1982) have suggested analyzing feedback procedures prior to implementing them in order to determine whether they function most effectively as a conditioned reinforcer or punisher (e.g., delivered immediately, by an experimenter, and privately), a discriminative stimulus (e.g., presented prior to a session), or motivating operation.

The feedback provided during the GBG might function as a conditioned reinforcer or punisher. That is, once students experience the GBG, the feedback provided during the game might begin to function as a reinforcer or punisher. For instance, when the teacher places a hatch mark on the board and provides verbal feedback to the team violating a rule (e.g., speaking out loud), this could serve as a conditioned punisher due to its history of being paired with losing the game and not being able to access a prize (e.g., stickers). Although most common GBG procedures involve hatch marks for breaking rules, one version, the Caught Being Good Game (Wright & McCurdy, 2011) provides hatch marks for following the rules. In this case, feedback might function as a conditioned reinforcer. In both cases, the feedback during the GBG provides students with information on their classroom performance which in turn, evokes a specific response.

On the other hand, the feedback during the GBG might function as a discriminative stimulus. During the GBG, the hatch marks and verbal feedback provided by the teacher is used in a punitive manner. For example, when hatch marks are presented for rule violations, this might indicate to students that they are less likely to receive reinforcement at the end of the game. However, when hatch marks are absent or few, this might indicate that reinforcement is more likely to be presented at the end of the game. Therefore, the feedback provided during the
game might function as an S-delta. That is, the hatch marks and verbal feedback provided might serve as an indicator of the availability of reinforcement. However, there are times that the feedback provided might not serve as a discriminative stimulus.

Feedback during the GBG might function as a motivating operation. When feedback is provided immediately after a specific response, the value of future consequences might change (Laraway, Snyderski, Michael, & Poling, 2003; Michael, 1982; Michael, 1993). A motivating operation is one in which an antecedent event alters the value of a reinforcer and increases the likelihood of behavior maintained by that reinforcer. In relation to the GBG, once a hatch mark is placed on the board, it might increase the punishing effects of additional hatch marks. The more hatch marks placed on the board, the less likely the students will contact reinforcement. Therefore, a hatch mark on the board increases the punishing value of additional hatch marks and abates any behaviors that produced those hatch marks in the past. As a motivating operation, the hatch marks and verbal feedback provided are presented contingent on the student’s behaviors. It is less likely that these hatch marks are serving as discriminative stimuli in this case, because the addition of more hatch marks does not indicate that further punishment is available.

Generally speaking, it is difficult to determine what function feedback might play in producing changes in behavior. As such, it can be difficult to determine how to establish feedback as an effective behavior-change technique. Without a detailed analysis of the behavioral principles involved with feedback, it is difficult to ascertain how feedback might apply to the intervention or how to effectively analyze such effects. Normand, Bucklin, and Austin (1999) argued that the problem with feedback is that it includes an array of characteristics involving a variety of behavioral functions (e.g., reinforcers, discriminative stimulus, establishing operation) that are not often discussed or identified when applying an intervention.
According to DiGennaro et al. (2016), “a discussion of behavioral principles in *JOBM* articles could help readers maintain or refine their behavioral repertoire and aid in the adoption of function-based or indicated interventions” (p. 207). This statement applies to any application of feedback in that it should be consistently defined, even if it is not analyzed. Although there is little consensus on the function of feedback and how it changes behavior, there seems to be substantial evidence to support the use of certain characteristics of feedback towards improving performance. Therefore, applying characteristics of feedback associated with increases in performance to PA interventions might produce meaningful effects that are practical and useful (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1985).

**Feedback Characteristics and Physical Activity**

There have been a number of PA studies that have used multiple characteristics of feedback (Donaldson & Normand, 2009; Hayes & Van Camp, 2015; Hustyi, Normand, & Larson, 2011; Kuhl et al., 2015). Most of these studies include feedback as a package intervention. For instance, Kuhl et al. (2015) analyzed the effects of two interdependent group contingencies (i.e., individual goal setting vs. group goal setting) based on the number of pedometer steps taken per day by third-grade children, while Hayes and Van Camp (2015) evaluated an intervention package that included feedback, reinforcement, self-monitoring, and goal setting, to increase PA exhibited by children during unstructured recess.

Both studies implemented various forms of feedback with many similarities. The similarities across the studies included the use of individual feedback (i.e., individual goal conditions compared to previous sessions without goals), unmasked pedometers to allow participants to view feedback on their own performance, rewards for meeting goals (e.g., crafts, small toys, extra recess), and verbal feedback which was provided immediately after specific
sessions in the form of praise for meeting a goal or encouragement to work on their goal for next time. Differences included group feedback (e.g., cumulative goal conditions) and public posting (e.g., visual boards), which Kuhl et al. (2015) applied during their study. Both studies (Hayes & Van Camp, 2015; Kuhl et al., 2015) applied characteristics of feedback that have been shown to produce consistent increases in performance (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1985). That is, Kuhl et al. (2015) found that PA increased when they provided group and individual feedback, but the largest increase occurred in the individual feedback condition. Hayes and Van Camp (2015) found that the children took 47% more steps during intervention than in baseline. Both studies suggest that some form of feedback (e.g., public posting) might be useful towards increasing PA.

Public posting is a type of feedback that has decreased speeding on highways (Ragnarsson & Bjorgvinsson, 1991), inappropriate on-court behaviors by tennis players (Galvan & Ward, 1998), and inappropriate classroom behaviors such as running in hallways (Holland & McLaughlin, 1982). Furthermore, public posting has increased recycling behavior (Katzev & Mishima, 1992), bedmaking (Bacon-Prue, Blount, Horsey, & Drabman, 1980), academic performance (Van Houten, Hill, & Parsons, 1975), work performance (Nordstrom, Lorenzi, & Vance Hall, 1990), and sports performance (e.g., hockey, soccer, dancing; Anderson, Crowell, Doman, & Howard; Brobst & Ward, 2002; 1988; Quinn et al., 2017). Martin and Sharpe (2009) suggested that public posting could be used to increase motivation and participation during games, sports, and fitness activities. Because the use of public posting has produced consistent changes in behavior, using public posting to increase PA levels among individuals and groups might be beneficial. Incorporating public posting and other feedback characteristics (i.e., private
feedback, individual feedback, and group feedback provided immediately) during the GBG might be a promising step towards further increasing PA exhibited by children.

**Feedback During the GBG**

The GBG is an intervention package that has four core components: instruction, reinforcement, teams, and feedback. Instructions, in the form of providing classroom rules (e.g., stay in-seat, be on-task) are delivered by a teacher or researcher at the start of the GBG. During this time, the teacher or researcher describes the requirements to students on how to win the game and obtain a reward (Flower et al., 2014; Lynne et al., 2017). Additionally, positive reinforcement and differential reinforcement of low rate behavior (DRL) are implemented during the game. Positive reinforcement is used in the GBG in the form of providing rewards (e.g., stickers, extra recess) while DRL is provided to the group that engaged in the least amount of inappropriate behaviors (Litow & Pumroy, 1975). Furthermore, team distribution during the GBG might result in certain social contingencies arising. That is, if one team is losing, classmates might punish their teams’ behavior and if the other team is winning, classmates might encourage their teams’ behavior (Litow & Pumroy, 1975). Feedback during the GBG is typically provided immediately after the teacher observed a team member break one of the rules specified at the start of the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Donaldson et al., 2011; Pennington & McComas, 2017). In most cases, the teacher places a mark on the board (visual feedback) and states which team violated the rule (verbal feedback). The board is located where all students can see it throughout the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Groves & Austin, 2017; Salend, Reynolds, & Coyle, 1989). The announcement of the winning team and the reward provided at the end of the game might function as feedback. At times, the feedback in the GBG is modified to include an individualized component (Lutzker & White-Blackburn, 1979) or adjusted to incorporate
varied types of feedback (Lynne et al., 2017; Medland & Stachnik, 1972). For example, Lynne et al. (2017) used Class DoJo, an application that is used for tracking points and providing immediate feedback regarding students’ behaviors through animation and sounds. Feedback is present during the GBG. Therefore, it is important to highlight, discuss, and evaluate its role within the GBG.

Most GBG studies have evaluated the effects of a complete intervention package compared to a baseline phase, but have not evaluated the effects that feedback has during the game (Barrish et al., 1969; Lynne et al., 2017; Swain, Allard, & Holborn, 1982), with only a few studies having conducted component analyses of the GBG (Foley, Dozier, & Lessor, 2018; Harris & Sherman, 1973; Medland & Stachnik, 1972). In fact, there have been only three component analyses conducted where each GBG component was analyzed, and the results are mixed (Foley et al., 2018; Harris & Sherman, 1973; Medland & Stachnik, 1972). Harris and Sherman (1973) found that the GBG with no feedback was just as effective as the GBG condition with feedback in reducing disruptive behavior in the classroom. Feedback included hatch marks (visual feedback) on a blackboard for disruptive behavior. This study concluded that feedback might not be a critical part of the GBG. However, Harris and Sherman (1973) found that students had experienced a long history of feedback before entering this condition, so carryover effects could have occurred from one condition to the next. Conversely, Medland and Stachnik (1972) found that feedback in the form of rules and lights (visual feedback) without the GBG decreased the frequency of problem behaviors in the classroom. This suggests that feedback might be an effective way to decrease problem behaviors and, hence, be an important part of the GBG. However, such conclusions are tentative because the experimenters only conducted the rules and lights phase over a short period (i.e., across nine sessions).
Still, those two studies (Harris & Sherman, 1973; Medland & Stachnik, 1972) suggest that the feedback component produced reductions in problem behaviors. And more recently, Foley et al. (2019) compared the effects of different GBG components (e.g., rules, feedback) before and after exposure to the GBG. They used a rule-plus-feedback condition in which feedback consisted of hatch marks as well as verbal statements to the team who violated a rule. Results showed that before the GBG was introduced, the individual components produced moderate reductions in disruptive behaviors, but there were larger decreases in disruptive behaviors after the students experienced the GBG (Foley et al., 2019). Overall, the literature reports inconsistent results in terms of the importance of feedback. Therefore, it might be important to determine the effectiveness of feedback during the GBG and whether the application of feedback with consistent characteristics (e.g., public feedback, individualized feedback) is likely to produce higher increases in appropriate behaviors such as PA.

Only one study has evaluated the effectiveness of feedback during the GBG (Wiskow et al., 2019). Wiskow et al. (2019) compared standard teacher contingencies (baseline), GBG, GBG without Feedback, GBG with visual feedback, GBG with vocal feedback, and GBG with visual and vocal feedback. Visual feedback included hatch marks on a whiteboard and vocal feedback included stating the rule that was violated contingent on the team engaging in disruptive behaviors. Results indicated that the GBG with vocal feedback and GBG with visual and vocal feedback conditions produced the largest decreases in disruptive behavior compared to the GBG without feedback condition. Wiskow et al. showed that feedback is an important component of the GBG. Therefore, using visual and vocal feedback similar to the standard GBG and evaluating the effects of feedback during the GBG on PA might add to the existing literature on the effectiveness of feedback during the GBG across behaviors.
Even though the rules of the GBG is largely the same whether targeting problem behavior or PA, the type of feedback and setting differs for studies that use the GBG to target PA (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Jung et al., 2005). Jung et al. (2005) delivered feedback by publicly posting the accumulated points for each team. Conversely, Galbraith and Normand (2017) delivered verbal prompts (on a 3-min variable-time schedule) to remind teams to engage in PA, which could act as feedback. However, the prompt was not considered to be feedback as it did not specify anything about the teams performance, nor did it follow the target behavior of PA. Both studies announced the winning team at the end of the game, which might act as a form of feedback (Galbraith & Normand, 2017; Jung et al., 2005). Although both studies used some form of feedback, it is unclear whether this component had a notable effect on student’s behaviors during the GBG. Additionally, it does not seem that all the characteristics of feedback that contribute to a consistent change in performance were applied across both studies (i.e., private feedback, public posting, group and individual feedback). Because no previous research has evaluated the effects of feedback during the GBG on PA, it would be beneficial to determine the usefulness of feedback during the game and without the game. This analysis might help clarify whether feedback is a significant component for the overall effectiveness of the GBG. That is, combining feedback similar to the standard GBG (Barrish et al., 1969) with the most beneficial aspects of feedback discussed during the GBG on PA could maximize the effectiveness of the GBG on PA.

**Purpose of the Proposed Study**

Few published studies have reported the effectiveness of feedback during the GBG (Foley et al., 2019; Harris & Sherman, 1973; Medland & Stachnik, 1972; Wiskow et al., 2019). Furthermore, no studies have compared the effects feedback has during the GBG on PA.
Evaluating feedback using characteristics (e.g., immediacy, delivery, mode of delivery) as described by Alvero et al. (2001) and Balcazar et al. (1985) might help determine whether feedback is a critical component of the GBG for increasing PA levels for children during recess. Visual and vocal feedback might produce larger increases in PA (Barrish et al., 1969; Wiskow et al., 2019). Galbraith and Normand (2017) only provided verbal prompts, with no visual or vocal feedback that is typically provided during the standard GBG (Barrish et al., 1969). Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to examine whether the addition of performance feedback enhances the effects of the GBG when used to increase the steps taken by elementary students playing on a school playground.
APPENDIX B: LITERATURE REVIEW REFERENCES


1. First choice to line up for recess, lunch, library, etc.
2. Have an extra 5 minutes on the computer.
3. Have an extra 5 minutes of recess.
4. Have lunch in the classroom with the teacher.
5. First choice to pick an activity during activity time.
6. Dismiss 2 minutes early from school.
7. Be given a “raffle ticket” that the students can write their name on and throw it into a bowl for prize drawings.
8. Gets to pick the activity for the entire class.
9. Get to sit with your best friend for the rest of the day.
10. Be given a “skip one night of homework” pass.
11. Get 1 extra credit point on an assignment.
12. Receiving a prize from a treasure box (e.g., stickers, pencils, sharpeners).
APPENDIX D: MATH ASSESSMENT

1. Jasmine scored the following number of points in 5 dart games. What is the mean (average) of these numbers?

88, 96, 112, 135, 144

a. 56  b. 88  c. 112  d. 115

2. Alex is on the Eagles Bowling Team. His scores for the last 12 games are shown below. What is the mean (average) of these numbers?

90, 103, 110, 95, 105, 110, 90, 112, 110, 96, 94, 110

a. 90  b. 102  c. 104  d. 110

3. The chart below shows the scores for five students on last week’s math test. The test was out of 10 points. Find the mean (average) score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meagan</th>
<th>Kelly</th>
<th>Julia</th>
<th>Ingrid</th>
<th>Matt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. 9  b. 8  c. 7  d. 6

4. The classroom mean (average) for the last English test was 84%. Jenna scored an 80% on the test. Did Jenna score:
   a. Above average
   b. Below average
   c. At average
   d. None of the above

5. The group mean steps (average) during recess was 1300. Steve took 1500 steps during recess. Did Steve perform:
   a. Above average
   b. Below average
   c. At average
   d. None of the above
6. The group mean steps (average) during recess was 1800. Mike took 1200 steps during recess. Did Mike perform:
   a. Above average
   b. Below average
   c. At average
   d. None of the above

7. The group mean steps (average) during recess was 1500. Jenna took 1500 steps during recess. Did Jenna perform:
   a. Above average
   b. Below average
   c. At average
   d. None of the above
APPENDIX E: SOCIAL VALIDITY QUESTIONNAIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither Agree Nor Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Step it Up! Game by itself increased physical activity.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The combination of feedback and Step it Up! Game increased physical activity.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The intervention seemed simple to implement.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The study took too long.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I enjoyed the overall experience.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Which part of the intervention did you like the most (e.g., Step it Up! Game, Step it Up! Game and feedback)?

7. Was there any portion of the experience you would like to change? If yes, what change(s) do you recommend?

8. We welcome any additional comments/suggestions. Thank you.

*Note. Some parts are adapted from Galbraith and Normand (2017)*